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EDITORIAL

Transient global amnesia: an intriguing yet 
benign disturbance
Amnésia global transitória: um transtorno intrigante, embora benigno
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The paper by Alessandro et al., published in this issue of Arquivos de Neuro-
Psiquiatria1,  reports on the results of a study aimed at identifying possible pre-
dictors of episode recurrence in a group of 203 transient global amnesia (TGA) 
patients seen in one center over a relatively short time period. 

As in previous studies, only a minority of patients had a recurrence over the two-year fol-
low up; the low rate of recurrence (8%) was comparable to that reported in other studies with 
longer follow ups2. Overall, about one-quarter of TGA patients will experience a second attack 
in their lifetime, with very few experiencing more than two3. The authors found that patients 
with recurrent TGA more frequently had a history of migraine than TGA patients without 
recurrence1. Of note, this difference was statistically significant but, by looking at the actual 
figures (migraine was present in 37.5% of patients with recurrence and in 14% of those without 
recurrence), one can recognize that this factor did not play a crucial role in pathogenic terms, 
being present in only one-third of patients with recurrent TGA. None of the other many clini-
cal characteristics and complementary studies looked at, including MRI and venous Doppler 
studies, were predictors of an increased risk of recurrence1.

Transient global amnesia was first described by the eminences Fisher and Adams in 19644. 
Framing of the concept and specific criteria were later introduced by Hodges and Warlow in 
19905. Since then, the interest of clinicians and researchers has always been directed toward 
the possible etiology and mechanisms of the disturbance, also because TGA itself does not 
generate other great demands, as the episodes are self-limiting in less than 24 hours (usually 
few hours) and do not require any specific therapeutic intervention.

Since the first TGA patient series description, three main pathogenic hypotheses have 
been advanced. The first one equated TGA to transient ischemic attacks (TIA), the second 
hypothesized the presence of seizure discharge during TGA, the third one considered migraine 
as relevant to TGA development6. None of these three hypotheses has been successively con-
firmed. For example, the prognosis of TGA is clearly different from that of TIA patients2,7 and 
TGA is not a risk factor for stroke. Definite EEG epileptic activities have never been docu-
mented in large series of TGA patients, either acutely or after the episode, once the precise 
Hodges and Warlow diagnostic criteria had been applied; and patients with TGA, which typi-
cally occurs in late life, do not develop epilepsy. The fact that migraine is somehow more preva-
lent in TGA patients than in controls is an observation reported by many series7 but remains 
difficult to interpret, particularly considering that TGA typically occurs in late life and as a 
single event in most patients. 

The association of some TGA episodes with Valsalva-like maneuvers has more recently 
generated a fourth hypothesis, i.e., a role for internal jugular valve insufficiency8, but this 
hypothesis has also not been confirmed9.

A large number of studies, such as the one by Alessandro et al.1, have reported a remark-
able temporal association between TGA episodes and what have been defined as precipitat-
ing events, such as exertion, hot or cold baths, quarrels, and Valsalva-like maneuvers such as 
coughing. Most surprising is the occurrence of a considerable number of TGA episodes soon 
after sexual intercourse. In our original series, this was the most frequent precipitating factor2. 
It should be pointed out that this association must specifically be investigated by clinicians 
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but it is not always immediately reported by TGA patients 
because of shame or even restraint, as some intercourse hap-
pened in extra-conjugal situations. 

The lack of evidence for a truly organic origin of TGA and 
the observation of the association of TGA episodes with events 
with psychological weight led us to investigate the role of psy-
chogenic factors in TGA3. In our series of TGA patients, we 
found that almost half of the precipitating events were possi-
bly related to emotionally stressful or phobogenic situations, 
and that TGA patients had higher phobic attitudes on a spe-
cific scale in comparison with a control group of TIA patients. 
On the other hand, in a focused analysis, the amount of stress-
ful life events in the year that preceded the attack did not differ 
between the case patients with TGA and the control patients 
with TIA. In the same patient series, compared with TIA con-
trols, TGA patients more frequently had a personal and family 
history of psychiatric diseases and of alcohol use2. 

Despite our studies and our hypotheses supporting, in 
some way, the benign nature of the disease, they still do not 

explain why there is a single episode in most cases, whereas 
one would expect a higher recurrence rate if a psychogenic 
mechanism was the basis of the event.

Thus, the mystery around TGA continues, and the distur-
bance remains globally ineffable and inexplicable. In sum-
mary, we are faced with something that: 1) usually occurs in 
late life; 2) is mono-episodic in most patients; 3) is self-lim-
iting; 4) does not imply an increased risk of stroke, epilepsy, 
or dementia; 5) often occurs after precipitating events that 
are, however, difficult to loop together to lead to a common 
mechanism; and 6) is perhaps more frequent in patients with 
a phobogenic personality trait.   

Nowadays, TGA remains an intriguing manifestation that 
should, however, be considered benign. In this sense, patients 
must be reassured that they do not require additional inves-
tigations or specific treatment. However, the interest of neu-
rologists in TGA remains high because the understanding of 
TGA etiopathogenesis may help our comprehension of mem-
ory mechanisms and memory dysfunctions.
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